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Abstract: The semigraph concept was introduced by Sampathkumar [1]. Venkatakrishan and Swaminathan [2] 
constructed new bipartite graphs  ��( ), ��!( ), �"�( ) and �"�!( ) of a semigraph, for some particular 
graphs. 
In this paper, we obtained the relation between the bipartite graphs ��( ), ��!( ), �"�( ) and �"�!( ) of 
the semigraph   in general. We considered Petersen graph as a semigraph and obtained the relation between 
its bipartite graphs. Since complete graph can also be regarded as a semigraph, we arrived some relation 
between its bipartite graphs also. 

Introduction: Semigraph is an interesting field of 
graphs defined by Sampathkumar [1]. Semigraphs are 
used in modeling the road network. Venkatakrishan 
and Swaminathan [2] introduced the bipartite graphs 
associated with a semigraph. Since Petersen graph 
and complete graph are semigraphs, we have 
constructed the bipartite graphs of them and 
obtained some relations between their bipartite 
graphs which are given as theorems in this paper. 
Denition1.  A graph is #-partite with vertex classes $%, $&, $', .  .  .  , $)  is $(*) = $% ∪ $& ∪ $' ∪ .  .  .  ∪ $)  
and $, ∩ $. = / whenever 1 ≤ 1 < 2 ≤  # and no edge 

joins two vertices in same class [4]. 
Definition2. The degree 3(4) of a vertex     4 ∈ * is 
the number of edges of * incident with 4, each loop 
counting as two edges. 
Definition 3. A graph * is #-regular if    3(4) = #  for 
all 4 ∈ $. 
Definition 4. A semigraph   is a pair ($, 6) where $ is 
a nonempty set whose elements are called vertices of   
and X is a set of ordered 7-tuples, called edges of   of 
distinct vertices, for various 7 ≥ 2 satisfying 
 the following conditions: 
(i) any two edges have at most one vertex in common. 
(ii) two edges 9% = (:% , :& , . . . , :;) and 9& =

(4% , 4& , . . . , 4<) are equal if and only if (1) = = 7 and 
(2) either :, = 4, for 1 ≤ 1 ≤ 7 or :, = 4<>,!%  for 
1 ≤ 1 ≤ 7. 
      Thus the edge (:% , :& , . . . , :;) is the same as 
(:;  , :;>% , . . . , :%). :% and :; are said to be the end 
vertices of the edge 9% while :& , :' , …  , :;>%  are said 
to be the middle vertices of 9%. 
 
Illustration 1: Let  = ($, 9) be a semigraph with the 
vertex set $ = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. Let the edge set of S 
be 9 = {(1, 2, 3), (3, 4, 5), (3, 6, 7), (2, 6), 
(4,6), (5, 7), (5, 8)}.       

 
          
Definition 5. Two vertices : and 4 in a semigraph are 
said to be adjacent if they belong to the same edge. 
Illustration 2: 
In Fig. 1 the vertices 3 and 5 are adjacent. 
Definition 6. Two vertices u and v are said to be 
consecutively adjacent if u and v are                    (i) 
adjacent and (ii) consecutive in order as well. 
Illustration 3: 
In Fig.1 the vertices 3 and 4 are consecutively 
adjacent. 
2.1 Definitions of bipartite graphs associated with 
a semigraph : 
Definition 7. Adjacent bipartite graph of a semigraph   is denoted by ��( ) and is defined with vertex set $(��( )) = ($, $′), where $ is vertex set of  , $′ is a

 

copy of  $ and edge set     
9@��( )A = B(:, 4′ ): : C73 4 CDE FEGH7I        JH JℎE LC=E E3IE HM  N 

 
Definition 8. Consecutive adjacent bipartite graph of 
a semigraph S is denoted

 
by �"�( ) and is defined with 

vertex set            $@�"�( )A = ($, $′ ), where $ is vertex set of  , $′ is a 

copy of $ and edge set 

9@�"�( )A = O(:, 4′) ∶     : C73 4 CDE       QH7LEQJ14EGR C32CQE7J 17                                               S 

 
Definition 9. Adjacent bipartite graph with plus of a 
semigraph   is denoted by      ��!( ) and is defined 
with vertex set     $(��!( )) = ($, $′ ), where $ is 
vertex set  , $′ is a copy of $ and edge set\  
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��B !(")#
= $(%, & ′), '( % *+, & *-. /.01+2 31                                    3ℎ. 5*6. .,2. 1( " 

(%, %′),         '( % '5 '+ 7(")                              
 
Definition 10. Consecutive adjacent  bipartite graph 
with plus of a semigraph S  is denoted by ����( ) and 

is defined with vertex set  !"B���( )# = (!, !′ ), 

where V is vertex set of S, V′ is a copy of V and edge set &"B���( )#                 =

'((, )′),       *+  (, ) ,-. /012./(3*)                          ,45,/.13 *1   
((, (′),       *+ ( *2 *1 !( )                  

 
Illustration 4: 
The semigraph in Fig.1 is considered. We take a copy 
of vertex set V denoted as !′ = { 1′, 2′, 3′, 4′, 5′, 6′, 7′, 8′ }.  
The adjacent bipartite graph of the semigraph S, as 
per definition(7) is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 
 
The adjacent bipartite graph with plus of the 
semigraph S, as per definition(8) is shown in    Fig. 3. 

 
 
The consecutive adjacent bipartite graph of the 
semigraph S, as per definition(9) is shown in  Fig. 4. 

 
 
The consecutive adjacent bipartite graph with plus of 
a semigraph S, as per definition (10) is shown in Fig. 
5. 

 
 
2.2 Relation between the bipartite graphs ��( ), ���( ), ���( )678 ����( ) 
Theorem 1. If S is a semigraph, then the bipartite 
graphs ��( ), ���( ), ���( ) and ����( ) satisfy 
the condition  

│&"��( )#│+│&"����( )#│ =                  │������( )!│+│�����( )!│. 

Proof.  Let the semigraph S have the vertex set 
" = {#$}, 1 ≤ & ≤ ' and the edge set        � = {�)}, 1 ≤
* ≤ +. Let │V�E,!│ = n,, (n, ≥ 2). The adjacent 

bipartite graph ��( ) is obtained by joining the edge 
#$ to #)- if #$ and #) are adjacent in S. The adjacent 

bipartite graph with plus ���( ) is obtained from the 
adjacent bipartite graph ��( ) by joining the 
corresponding vertices #$ and #$- for all & in addition. 

Since│V�E)!│ = n) . We denote the number of edges 

in the adjacent bipartite graph corresponding to the 
edge E)  by │E(E))│. 

The number of adjacent vertices in E, is 

 (n)–1)+( n) –2)+…+(n)  –(n )–1)) = ∑ /0123
453 . 

By the definition of  BA(S), the edge set  
 E(BA(S))         = {(u, #′) ∶  u  and #′ are adjacent in S} 
Since each vertex is counted twice, we have 

           │���)!│ = ∑ 2/7123
453 .     

 If │�(��( ))│ represents the total number of edges 
in ��( ), then 

 │� ���( )!│ = 8│�(�))│
9

)53
           (1) 

If │�(���( ))│ represents the total number of edges 
in BA+(S), then       

 │�����( )!│ = ∑ │���)!│9)53 +  '.     (2) where ' is 

due to the joining of  #$ , #$- for all &. Since │"��)!│ =

 ') . The number of consecutive adjacent vertices as 

per definition in �)  is  ') − 1. 

     By the definition of BCA(S), the edge set 

 E�BCA(S)!       =  ;(< , #-) ∶ < and # are consecutive 
                                     adjacent in S = 

       Since each vertex is counted twice we 

have >�����( )!> = ∑ 2�') − 1!9)53       (3)       

 If  >E�BCA�(S)!> represent the total number of edges 
in ����( ) then   
>������( )!> = ∑ 2�') − 1!9)53 + '.    (4) 
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where � is due to the joining of  !"  ,  !"

#
 for all $. 

From the relation (1), (2), (3) and (4) we get  

│�( !("))│ + │�( #!$("))│ =       │�( !$("))│ +

│�( #!("))│. 

Illustration 5: Consider the semigraph S given in 
illustration 1 (Fig. 1). The vertex set of S is &(") =

{1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8}, ' = 8, and the edge set is �(") = { �(, �), . . . , �*}                  
              where  �( = (1 , 2 , 3), �) = (3 , 4, 5),      �+ = (3 , 6 , 7),  �, = (2 , 6), �- = (4 , 6),      �. = (5 , 7)  and  �* = (5 , 8).     │&/�01│ =  '0  ;       │&(�))│ = ') = 3,      │&(�()│ = '( = 3, │&(�+)│ = '+ = 3,     │&(�,)│ = ', = 2, │&(�-)│ = '- = 2, 
│&(�.)│ = '. = 2  and│&(�*)│ = '* = 2. 
 If the number of edges in the adjacent bipartite 
graph corresponding to the edge �0  is denoted by 

│�/�01│,           │�/�01│ = ∑ 23456(78( ,       1 ≤ : ≤ 7.           │�(�()│ = ∑ 23 =
4;6(78( ∑ 23 = 6.)78(   

Similarly we get  │�(�))│ = │�(�+)│ = 6 and   │�(�,)│ = │�(�-)│ = │�(�.)│ = │�(�*)│ = 2 .                                                
After computation, 

   │�/ !(")1│ = ∑ │�/�01│ *08( = 26 

│�/ !$(")1│ = ∑ │�/�01│ *08( + n = 34 

  <�/ #!(")1< = ∑ 2/'0 − 11*08(  = 20 <�/ #!$(")1< = ∑ 2/'0 − 11>08( + ' = 28 

Thus │�( !("))│ +  │�( #!$("))│ = 

│�( !$("))│ +  │�( #!("))│. 
 
2.3 Petersen graph as a semigraph :  Petersen 
graph ?(5 , 2) satisfies the conditions required for a 
semigraph.  

 
 
Theorem 2. The adjacent bipartite graph of a Petersen 
graph is 3-regular bipartitegraph. 
 Proof. Consider the Petersen graph ?(5 , 2) (Fig. 6). 
The Petersen graph can be considered as a semigraph 
with the vertex set &/?(5 , 2)1 = {1, 2, 3, . . . , 10} and 

the edge set   �/?(5, 2)1      
       =   @ (1, 3), (1, 4), (1, 7), (2, 4), (2, 5),

(2, 8), (3, 1), (3, 4), (3, 5), (4, 1),

(4, 2), (4, 10)(5, 2), (5, 3), (5, 6, ) A 

        We consider the adjacent bipartite graph 
of ?(5 , 2) as per the definition as follows: 

   If &′/?(5 , 2)1 is a copy of &/?(5 , 2)1, we construct 

the adjacent bipartite graph of   ?(5 , 2) with vertex 
set       & B !/?(5 , 2)1C                                                                      =  B&/?(5 , 2)1 , &′/?(5 , 2)1C  

and the edge set 

 � B !/?(5 , 2)1C 

                               = D(E, F′) ∶  E  and F′ are                  adjacent in SH.  
In a Petersen graph each vertex have three different 
adjacent vertices. 
From the definition of adjacent bipartite graph of ?(5 , 2), we observe that each vertex in  !/?(5 , 2)1 
have the degree 3. 

(i.e) d(F) = 3   for all F ∈ & B !/?(5 , 2)1C 

Thus  !/?(5 , 2)1 is a 3 – regular bipartite graph 
                                                                   (Fig.  7)       

 
  
Observation: In a Petersen graph, we observe that  !/?(5 , 2)1 =  #!/?(5 , 2)1. 

 
Theorem 3. The consecutive adjacent bipartite graph 
of a Petersen graph is 4- regular bipartite graph. 
Proof. Consider the Petersen graph ?(5 , 2) (Fig. 6). ?(5 , 2) can be considered as a semigraph with the 

vertex set & (?(5, 2)) and the edge set �/?(5 , 2)1. We 

consider the adjacent bipartite graph with plus  !$/?(5 , 2)1 as per the definition as follows: 

If &′/?(5 , 2)1 is a copy of &/?(5 , 2)1, we construct 
the adjacent bipartite graph of   P(5 , 2) with vertex 
set    & B !$/?(5 , 2)1C =     B&/?(5 , 2)1 , &′/?(5 , 2)1C  

and the edge set  � B !$/?(5 , 2)1C                    
   = @(E, F′), JK E, F LMNO'P QO QℎM STUM                                               MVPM OK "

(E, E′),       JK E JS J' &(")                  

 

From the definition of � B !$/?(5 , 2)1C,  

we observe that each vertex in  !/?(5 , 2)1 
have the degree 4. (i.e) d(F) = 4 for all F in & B !$/?(5 , 2)1C                                     
Thus  !$/?(5 , 2)1 is a 4 – regular bipartite graph 
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(Fig.  8) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
2.4 Complete graph ��  for all n as a semigraph :   
Complete graph  ! satisfies the conditions required 
for a semigraph. 
Theorem 4. For a complete  ! for any n, if "#(��) 
and  !"(��) are the adjacent bipartite graph and 
adjacent bipartite graph with 
plus,  $!(��),  $!"(��) are the consecutive adjacent 
bipartite graph and consecutive adjacent bipartite 
graph with plus respectively, then 
(i) the graphs BA(��) and  $!(��) are identical and 
each  is a (n – 1) - regular bipartite graph. 
(ii) the graphs  !"(��) and  $!"(��) are identical 
and each is a complete bipartite graph 
Proof. The complete graph �� is with n vertices and 
%(% −  1)/2 edges. If '(��) is the vertex set of  �� 
then the copy of the vertex set '(��)  is denoted by 
'′(��). 
For the adjacent bipartite graph   !(��), we consider 
the vertex set to be  

'( !(��)) = ('(��) , '′(��)) and edge 

set   +( !(��) ) = ,(-, .′) ∶  -  and . are 
             adjacent in ��

0 

Each vertex . of �� has n – 1 adjacent vertices and 
they are also consecutively adjacent to ., we observe 
that every vertex .1 has n – 1 edges from  .1 to .2′ , 
3 ≠ 5, 

1 ≤ 3 , 5 ≤ %. From the definition of adjacent bipartite 

graph ��, we observe that each vertex in '( !(��)) 
has the degree n - 1. 

(i.e)  7(.) =  % − 1  for all . ∈ '( !(��)) 

For the consecutive adjacent bipartite graph  
 $!(��) we consider the vertex set  
'( $!(��)) =  ('(��) , '′(��)) and edge set  

+( $!(��)) 

         = ,(-, .′) ∶  - and .′ are consecutive

                                       adjacent in S0 If  .1  and  .2 

are adjacent vertices in �� then they are also 
consecutive adjacent vertices in �� . Thus the graphs 
 !(��) and  $!(��) are identical and each is a (n – 
1) - regular bipartite graph. 
For the adjacent bipartite graph with plus  ! + (��) 
is obtained from the adjacent bipartite graph  !(��) 
by joining the corresponding vertices  .1 and .19  for all 
3 in addition. This addition of an edge contribute 
one more addition in the degree of each vertex. So 
that from the definition of edge set of  !"(��), we 

observe that each vertex in '( !"(��)) has the 
degree n . 

   (i.e) 7(.) = %    for all   . ∈ '( !"(��)) 

For the consecutive adjacent bipartite graph with 
plus  $!"(��) is obtained from the adjacent 
bipartite graph  $!(��) by joining the corresponding 
vertices  .1 and .2′   for all 3 in addition.   

Again from the definition of +( $!"(��)), we 

observe that each vertex in '( !"(��)) has the 
degree n . 

  (i.e) 7(.) = %   for all   . ∈ '( $!"(��)) 
Thus the graphs  !"(��) and  $!"(��) are identical 
and each is a complete bipartite graph. 
Illutration 6: 
Consider a complete graph �: with the vertex set 
'(�:) = {1, 2, 3} and the edge set +(�:) =

{(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3)}. 

 

 
The adjacent bipartite graph of a semigraph ��. 
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The adjacent bipartite graph with plus of a semigraph 

� . 

 
 

 
 

 
 The consecutive adjacent bipartite graph of a semigraph � . (Fig. 10) 
 The consecutive adjacent bipartite graph with plus of a semigraph � . (Fig. 11) 
From the above figures, it follows that 

(i) the graphs !"(� ) and !#"(� ) are identical and each  is a ($– 1)-regular bipartite graph. 
(ii) the graphs !"

%(� ) and !#"
%(� ) are identical and each is a complete bipartite graph. 
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